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The Valentine's Collection by Hunkemöller

Hunkemöller celebrates Valentine's Day with a special collection:
Fifty Shades Darker by Coco de Mer
Valentine's Day is just around the corner, and Hunkemöller is celebrating the run-up to the event with a
spectacular ‘14 days of love’. And what better dedication to the day of love than the special Fifty Shades
Darker Collection by Coco de Mer? The Fifty Shades Darker Collection is themed on E.L. James’s second
book Fifty Shades Darker, the sequel to her bestseller Fifty Shades of Grey. Having been inspired by the
lingerie in the Coco de Mer range, Fifty Shades of Grey author E.L. James was set on joining forces with
Coco de Mer as a way of paying homage to her new book. The collection brings together five lines of figurehugging nightwear – Red Room, Masquerade, Steele, Anastasia, and Goddess. All lines have a unique
allure. Escala features racy, figure-accentuating designs in a monochrome palette. Red Room is inspired
by the Bondage Room from the book. Masquerade is an elegant combination of grey, classic lace with
deep, shimmering satin. Steele, the minimalistic line, combines mesh and high-waisted elements with
suspender belts. Anastasia is a refined set, with red and pink satin and a chic lace finish. Goddess brings
together black and jade-green lace finishes, creating a superb contrast between lace and fabric – seduction
guaranteed.
Prices vary from €14.99 to €59.99. The collection is available in various sizes, from XS to XL, and in cup
sizes A to E.
You can view the collection by Coco de Mer and Hunkemöller here:
https://www.hunkemoller.nl/nl_nl/collecties/fifty-shades-lingerie.html
The Fifty Shades Darker Collection by Coco de Mer is now available for purchase online and in selected
stores.
Of course, Hunkemöller has also released its very own Valentine's Collection that celebrates love in all its
wonderful variety. Whether you're one for seduction or for celebrating intimacy by cuddling on the couch,
the Cool Girls Never Sleep Collection has it all. The lingerie collection is made up of two lines: Modern
Romance and Exotic Valentines. Inspired by a romantic love story with a modern, flirty twist, the Modern
Romance line incorporates delicate ribbons and charming, feminine lace in fresh colours. Whether a
heartbreaker or a flirt, both are part of the arsenal of seduction. The Natascha set refers to this duality with
two colours of enticing lace. Alicia is a classy, figure-enhancing bralette for seduction in style. The
Valentine's Collection is available for purchase now. Prices vary from €14.99 to €49.99. The collection is
available in various sizes, from XS to XL, and in cup sizes A to E.
If you're the raunchier type, then there's the Hunkemöller Private Collection: a sensual collection for those
versed in the art of seduction. The collection brings together seductive, strappy bralettes and pieces with
lace-up details. View the collection here: https://www.hunkemoller.nl/nl_nl/lingerie/sexy-lingerie.html
Click on the link below to browse the Valentine’s Collection by Hunkemöller:
https://www.hunkemoller.nl/nl_nl/valentijn.html
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